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We are 6th grade students learning at 

Colegiul National Gheorghe Lazar in Sibiu, Romania, 

and we are happy to be here to present to the world 

our project entitled “Beads on a Wire”.  



We are surrounded by numbers, 

and at times we need to group them, 

or do calculations... 





There are people for whom calculations 

seem hard and tiring... 





There are other people for whom calculations 

appear easy and pleasant... 





This is just how things are. 





Some people enjoy arithmetic. 

Others add, substract, multiply, divide 

because they need to. 

 

All people on Earth have at some point 

used numbers and done sums,… 





...even if it was just when putting together 

two pebbles for instance 

and noticing that 

one plus one equals two. 





We have played with numbers 

in our English classes, 

and liked them, 

even loved them! 

 

Here comes our recipe! 





We started with facts about our Solar System. 



About our Solar System 



Then we read the story entitled “Into the Comet” 

written and published in 1960 

by science-fiction writer Arthur C. Clarke. 



Arthur C. Clarke’s “Into the Comet” 



After this, the play with numbers began!  



Play with Numbers 



First, we decided on our favourite numbers. 

Everybody has a favourite number! 

To make it smoother, we decided to think 

about favourite numbers from 2 to 12. 

Each of us stated their reasons for liking 

that particular number. 

The number was our age, 

or the number of siblings, 

or the birthday, or the number of pets, 

or the number on the basketball T-shirt, 

or the age of a little brother… 



1 Favourite Numbers 



Then we started working 

around an ancient calculation tool, 

that beads-on-a-wire thing, 

and loved being abacists!  

 

We used representations of the Japanese abacus, 

and learnt how to write numbers and do sums! 



2 The Abacus 



Here are some of our worksheets, 

and how we wrote the numbers: 





Here are numbers: 



14 

21 

889 

2970 



And even bigger numbers now: 



79531 

90864 

639056 

739052 



And now a simple sum: 

twenty-one plus fourteen equals thirty-five: 



21+14=35 

21 -1 

+5 

=35 

+10 



And now a more complicated one – 

still simple for us good abacists! 

 

Eight hundred and eighty-nine 

plus two thousand nine hundred and seventy 

equals three thousand eight hundred and fifty-nine. 



889+2970=3859 

889 +100 -30 

+1000 -100 +2000 

=3859 



We just loved this games of beads on wires! 



The information that we found out 

about our Solar System was also put into numbers 

in activities on the main website of the project. 

The main exercise is a text 

where empty spaces need to be filled in, 

most of the times with the right numbers! 

Here is an example about how long 

it takes each planet in our Solar System 

to go round the Sun: 



3 In Our Solar System 



Numbers are special, numbers are magical. 

 

Counting pebbles, 

moving beads on a wire, 

using a computer, 

saving or spending money – 

numbers are everywhere. 

 

It is up to us to employ them well. 



Beads 
and 
Numbers 



http://beadsonawire.weebly.com/ 
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